AEROMASTER | Walk-in Step Van

HARD-WORKING DURABILITY.
BUILT ON COMMON SENSE DETAILS.
Aeromaster®
Walk-in Step Van

AEROMASTER | Walk-in Step Van

BUILT TO DELIVER ON COMFORT,
RELIABILITY, AND LONG-LASTING QUALITY.
The highest quality, most durable Walk-in Van.
Utilimaster’s Aeromaster walk-in step van is the industry-standard for delivery and
service vehicles. Built on a purpose-built chassis ready to shoulder your load, the
walk-in van has maximum versatility and interior design capabilities, with a highly
modular cargo area and multiple side and rear door configurations. With the driver in
mind, we customize every walk-in van to increase productivity and safety – ensuring
unmatched performance for the road ahead.

Customized to Meet Any Upfit Need.

Peace of Mind

With nearly 50 years building fleets, Utilimaster has the knowledge,
experience, and know-how to deliver the right upfit for each job.
Whether you’re delivering packages, groceries, or essential utility
services, Utilimaster specs solutions, not just shelves.

Not only does Utilimaster build durable and reliable step vans, we stand
by our products with 5-year, 150,000 mile body warranties.

BEST IN CLASS FEATURES

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED.

COMMON SENSE
SOLUTIONS.

A 360 Degree Camera
Keeping your vehicle and drivers safe in driveways,
alleys, and urban roads, Utilimaster provides
industry-leading safety mechanisms to protect
your assets.

B Foldable Worktable
The step van is a mobile office, and we’ve designed
our cabs to keep your work organized and secure.

Hundreds
of Stops per Day

C Wider Steps
Entry and egress design is paramount to driver
safety and efficiency, and Utilimaster offers the
industry’s largest step van entrance.

D Backup Sensors
Seeing is believing but hearing the threat of
oncoming obstructions can alert drivers to potential
hazards - keeping both vehicle and drivers safe.

Thousands

E Wider Bulkhead and Rear Doors
Getting from cab to cargo and delivering with
efficiency equals profitability. Utilimaster specs
and designs our vehicles to match the day-in and
day-out rigors of package and service delivery.
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PRODUCT RANGE

A RANGE OF QUALITY VEHICLES
TO FIT EVERY ROUTE.

500-1700
Cubic Feet

12' - 30'
Available Length

86.5" - 96"
Available Width

Expanding manufacturing
capacity to meet demand.
Coast-to-coast, our North American footprint of flexible
manufacturing facilities allows us to meet the unique
demands of our network. From step vans to cutaways,
we’re poised to help you deliver to your customers.
Chassis & Body Options
Chassis

Available Lengths

Height

Body Width

Ford E Series

12' | 14' | 16' | 17' | 18'

81" or 85"

86.5" or 93.5"

Ford F59

14' | 16' | 17' | 18' | 20' | 22'

81" or 85"

93.5" or 96"

Freightliner MT45

14' | 16' | 17' | 18' | 20' | 22' | 24' | 26' | 28' | 30'

81" or 85"

93.5" or 96"

Freightliner MT55

12' | 14' | 16' | 17' | 18' | 20' | 22'

81" or 85"

86.5" or 93.5"

Partner with Utilimaster to custom build a versatile
Aeromaster vehicle to keep your business moving
in the right direction.

Get started today.
800.582.3454
utilimaster.com/Walk-in-Van

